PAROS

PAROS
2-seater

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 113012 | Weight: 58,5 kg/129 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 3,75 m/4,1 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: PAROS by Jean-Marie Massaud is classic DEDON with a contemporary twist. The generous proportions,
grounded presence and luxurious comfort of this woven modular lounge system harken back to the roots of the brand.
But the low horizontal volumes, signature machined-aluminum feet and specially developed, strikingly natural new strand
of DEDON Fiber put PAROS in a class of its own. Rustic yet refined, timeless yet modern, this is the kind of outdoor
collection that becomes a part of the landscape, welcoming friends and family for generations to come.
Characteristics: Rustic, refined, timeless, modern.
Material: PAROS furniture consist of DEDON ﬁber woven over a powdercoated aluminum frame. The feet are made of
stainless steel.
Maintenance: To clean the surface, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. The feet
can be cleared regulary with fresh water. Never use steel wool to clean the stainless steel.

Fibers and powder coatings

Cushions

Additional items

Features

Dry+ cushion set: 95113212 + fabric code

+
162
silt

Additional side cushion: 95113297

317
black pepper

Cover

56113012000

Seat cushion:
B 149
T 77
H 22,5 cm
W 58¾" D 30 2 3 " H 9"
B 34
W 131 3 "

Back cushion:
T 14
H 40 cm
D 5½" H 15¾

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
07/21

Dry+ cushion

PAROS
3-seater

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 113015 | Weight: 77,5 kg/171 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,5 m/6,01 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

288
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37½

cm
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Collection: PAROS by Jean-Marie Massaud is classic DEDON with a contemporary twist. The generous proportions,
grounded presence and luxurious comfort of this woven modular lounge system harken back to the roots of the brand.
But the low horizontal volumes, signature machined-aluminum feet and specially developed, strikingly natural new strand
of DEDON Fiber put PAROS in a class of its own. Rustic yet refined, timeless yet modern, this is the kind of outdoor
collection that becomes a part of the landscape, welcoming friends and family for generations to come.
Characteristics: Rustic, refined, timeless, modern,
Material: PAROS furniture consist of DEDON ﬁber woven over a powdercoated aluminum frame. The feet are made of
stainless steel.
Maintenance: To clean the surface, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. The feet
can be cleared regulary with fresh water. Never use steel wool to clean the stainless steel.

Fibers and powder coatings

Cushions

Additional items

Features

Dry+ cushion set: 95113215 + fabric code

+
162
silt

Additional side cushion: 95113297

317
black pepper

Cover

56113015000

B 224
W 88¼"

Seat cushion:
T 77
H 22.5cm
D 30 2 3 " H 9"

Back cushion:
B 73
T 20 H 40 cm
W 28¾" D 8" H 15¾"

Side cushion:
B 34
T 14
H 40 cm
W 131 3" D 5½" H 15¾"

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
07/21

Dry+ cushion

PAROS

Left corner module
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 113006 | Weight: 49,5 kg/110 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): Dry+ cushion set: 2,9 m/3,17 yd | Set of 2 Dry+ back cushions: 2 m/2,19 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements
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Collection: PAROS by Jean-Marie Massaud is classic DEDON with a contemporary twist. The generous proportions,
grounded presence and luxurious comfort of this woven modular lounge system harken back to the roots of the brand.
But the low horizontal volumes, signature machined-aluminum feet and specially developed, strikingly natural new strand
of DEDON Fiber put PAROS in a class of its own. Rustic yet refined, timeless yet modern, this is the kind of outdoor
collection that becomes a part of the landscape, welcoming friends and family for generations to come.
Characteristics: Rustic, refined, timeless, modern.
Material: PAROS furniture consist of DEDON fiber woven over a powdercoated aluminum frame. The feet are made of
stainless steel.
Maintenance: To clean the surface, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. The feet
can be cleared regulary with fresh water. Never use steel wool to clean the stainless steel.

Fibers and powder coatings

Cushions

Additional items

Features

Dry+ cushion set incl. roll: 95113204 + fabric code

+
162
silt

Set of 2 Dry+ plush back cushions incl. roll: 95113298
Additional side cushion: 95113297
317
black pepper

Cover

56113006000

Seat cushion:
B 162
T 77
H 22,5 cm
W 63¾" D 30 2 3 " H 9"
Back cushion:
B 73
T 20 H 40 cm
W 28¾" D 8" H 15¾"

Side cushion:
B 34
T 14 H 40 cm
W 131 3" D 5½" H 15¾"

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
07/21

Dry+ cushion

PAROS
Left module

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 113005 | Weight: 50 kg/111 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 3,75 m/4,10 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

182
71¾

95,5
37½

cm
inch

Collection: PAROS by Jean-Marie Massaud is classic DEDON with a contemporary twist. The generous proportions,
grounded presence and luxurious comfort of this woven modular lounge system harken back to the roots of the brand.
But the low horizontal volumes, signature machined-aluminum feet and specially developed, strikingly natural new strand
of DEDON Fiber put PAROS in a class of its own. Rustic yet refined, timeless yet modern, this is the kind of outdoor
collection that becomes a part of the landscape, welcoming friends and family for generations to come.
Characteristics: Rustic, refined, timeless, modern.
Material: PAROS furniture consist of DEDON fiber woven over a powdercoated aluminum frame. The feet are made of
stainless steel.
Maintenance: To clean the surface, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. The feet
can be cleared regulary with fresh water. Never use steel wool to clean the stainless steel.

Fibers and powder coatings

Cushions

Additional items

Features

Dry+ cushion set: 95113212 + fabric code

+
162
silt

Additional side cushion: 95113297

317
black pepper

Cover

56113005000

Seat cushion:
B 149
T 77
H 22,5 cm
W 58¾" D 30 2 3" H 9"
Back cushion:
B 73
T 20 H 40 cm
W 28¾" D 8" H 15¾"

Side cushion:
B 34
T 14
H 40 cm
W 131 3" D 5½" H 15¾"

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
07/21

Dry+ cushion

PAROS

Right corner module
Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 113004 | Weight: 49,5 kg/110 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): Dry+ cushion set: 2,9 m/3,17 yd | Set of 2 Dry+ back cushions: 2 m/2,19 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

182
71¾

95,5
37½

cm
inch

Collection: PAROS by Jean-Marie Massaud is classic DEDON with a contemporary twist. The generous proportions,
grounded presence and luxurious comfort of this woven modular lounge system harken back to the roots of the brand.
But the low horizontal volumes, signature machined-aluminum feet and specially developed, strikingly natural new strand
of DEDON Fiber put PAROS in a class of its own. Rustic yet refined, timeless yet modern, this is the kind of outdoor
collection that becomes a part of the landscape, welcoming friends and family for generations to come.
Characteristics: Rustic, refined, timeless, modern.
Material: PAROS furniture consist of DEDON fiber woven over a powdercoated aluminum frame. The feet are made of
stainless steel.
Maintenance: To clean the surface, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. The feet
can be cleared regulary with fresh water. Never use steel wool to clean the stainless steel.

Fibers and powder coatings

Cushions

Additional items

Features

Dry+ cushion set incl. roll: 95113204 + fabric code

+
162
silt

Set of 2 Dry+ plush back cushions incl. roll: 95113298
Additional side cushion: 95113297
317
black pepper

Cover

56113004000

Seat cushion:
B 162
T 77
H 22,5 cm
W 63¾" D 30 2 3" H 9"
Back cushion:
B 73
T 20 H 40 cm
W 28¾" D 8" H 15¾"

Side cushion:
B 34
T 14
H 40 cm
W 13 1 3" D 5½" H 15¾"

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
07/21

Dry+ cushion

PAROS
Right module

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 113003 | Weight: 50 kg/111 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 3,75 m/4,10 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements
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Collection: PAROS by Jean-Marie Massaud is classic DEDON with a contemporary twist. The generous proportions,
grounded presence and luxurious comfort of this woven modular lounge system harken back to the roots of the brand.
But the low horizontal volumes, signature machined-aluminum feet and specially developed, strikingly natural new strand
of DEDON Fiber put PAROS in a class of its own. Rustic yet refined, timeless yet modern, this is the kind of outdoor
collection that becomes a part of the landscape, welcoming friends and family for generations to come.
Characteristics: Rustic yet refined. Timeless yet modern.
Material: PAROS furniture consist of DEDON fiber woven over a powdercoated aluminum frame. The feet are made of
stainless steel.
Maintenance: To clean the surface, use a soft cloth or brush, warm water and a gentle cleanser if needed. The feet
can be cleared regulary with fresh water. Never use steel wool to clean the stainless steel.

Fibers and powder coatings

Cushions

Additional items

Features

Dry+ cushion set: 95113212 + fabric code

+
162
silt

Additional side cushion: 95113297

317
black pepper

Cover

56113003000

Seat cushion:
B 149
T 77
H 22,5 cm
W 58¾" D 30 2 3" H 9"
Back cushion:
B 73
T 20 H 40 cm
W 28¾" D 8" H 15¾"

Side cushion:
B 34
T 14
H 40 cm
W 13 1 3" D 5½" H 15¾"

Please see fabric options fact sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
07/21

Dry+ cushion

